Abstract. A new adaptive finite-difference scheme for scalar hyperbolic conservation laws is introduced. A key aspect of the method is a new automatic mesh selection algorithm for problems with shocks. We show that the scheme is L-stable in the sense of Kuznetsov, and that it generates convergent approximations for linear problems. Numerical evidence is presented that indicates that if an error of size e is required, our scheme takes at most O(e -3) operations. Standard monotone diiterence schemes can take up to O(e-4) calculations for the same problems.
1. Introduction. Our focus in this paper is the efficient solution of the hyperbolic conservation law, ut +f(u), O, x R, > O, (c) u(x, O) Uo(X),
We introduce an adaptive finite-difference scheme that takes advantage of the structure of the solution of (C) to reduce its computational complexity. We prove that the scheme is L stable in the sense of Kuznetsov, and we offer numerical evidence that, because of the dynamic mesh modification, asymptotic error decay rates are improved for some problems. For linear problems we show that a version of our method converges if the initial data's first derivative is of bounded variation.
Our method is, generally speaking, in the class of viscosity methods, methods that include monotone finite-difference schemes. Monotone schemes have been analyzed by Harten et al. [13] , Crandall and Majda [6] , Kuznetsov [17] , Sanders [22] , and Lucier [19] . These schemes converge to the entropy weak solution of the conservation law (C), as formulated by Kruzkov 16 ]. Kuznetsov provided a general theory of approximation for approximate solutions of (C), and he used this theory to provide error estimates for various approximation methods for (C), including monotone difference schemes on uniform meshes. His techniques were used by Sanders and by Lucier to provide error estimates for difference schemes with nonuniform meshes and nonlocal difference operators respectively.
Our algorithm was also motivated by the work of Sanders [22] , Douglas [8] , and Douglas and Wheeler [9] on monotone finite-difference schemes with nonuniform grids. Sanders and Douglas prove convergence results for their methods on a fixed grid. Douglas and Wheeler introduce an algorithm that uses grids that may change from one timestep to the next, a true adaptive mesh method. While they do not provide error estimates, they prove that their numerical solutions converge to the entropy solution estimates, they prove that their numerical solutions converge to the entropy solution of the conservation law. We compare our method with theirs in the final section.
When Sanders, Douglas, and Douglas and Wheeler considered a nonuniform mesh, they interpreted their numerical solutions as piecewise constant in x, and they used a conservative finite-difference operator that is, in general, inconsistent everywhere. As a consequence, max (xi-xi_)/At must be bounded to achieve stability in time in [9] . Because our mesh selection algorithm can generate arbitrarily large spatial increments, depending on the smoothness of the solution and the nonlinearity of f, we chose to interpret the solution as a piecewise linear function, and so to take advantage of at least some smoothness in the solution. We also use a consistent, but nonconservative, difference operator that reduces to a well-known conservative operator wherever the mesh is uniform. Because our mesh selection algorithm generates uniform spatial increments where the approximate solution lacks the requisite smoothness, the finitedifference operator is still conservative near shocks. Section 4 contains partial results that bound the global mass error in a reasonable way for piecewise smooth solutions. The numerical results of 5 show that, in actuality, the mass error behave as suggested in 
4.
Adaptive numerical methods for hyperbolic conservation laws have previously been considered by Ohger [21] and his students. Hedstrom and Rodrigue [14] survey some of the techniques that are used. Bolstad [2] presents a framework for methods in one space dimension. His schemes incorporate locally varying, recursively defined space and time increments. He uses Richardson extrapolation to estimate the local truncation error of the finite-difference scheme, a quantity that determines the local grid size. Berger [21] extends Bolstad's work to two dimensions. Among other things, she deals with strictly two-dimensional problems of shock capturing, subgrid orientation, and overlapping grids.
Oliger and his students employ locally varying timesteps as well as spatial mesh increments; we do not, mainly because we were not able to prove stability and convergence results for the improved methods. Since asymptotic improvement in convergence rates can be exhibited with fixed (small) timesteps, locally varying temporal increments were not considered essential. When locally varying timesteps are used, our algorithm's implementation is close to Bolstad's.
The paper continues as follows. A discussion of notation concludes this section. Section 2 briefly describes the finite-difference operator used here. Section 3 presents the mesh selection algorithm, and proves certain useful properties about the resulting mesh. Section 4 contains proofs of the nonlinear stability of the algorithm. Section 5 shows that a variant of our method converges for solutions of linear problems. Section 6 details our implementation of the algorithm. And finally, 7 describes our computational results.
We will generally choose initial data from the class of functions whose value, or first derivative, is of bounded variation. The bounded-variation seminorm of a function u BV(R) is defined as lUlsv(R)= IR [U'(X)I dx, where the integrand is interpreted as a finite measure. If u is in B V(R), then there are two bounded functions, u + and usuch that u u++ u-and u + is nondecreasing, u-is nonincreasing. We define u'= u+-u-, the total variation function of u. We also define the maximum and minimum operators u v v max (u, v) , and u^v max (u, v).
Throughout he paper we assume the normalization that
This can always be achieved with a change of the time scale, and is used only for convenience in stating stability conditions.
2. The finite-difference scheme. We use a standard upwind-difference scheme to advance the approximate solution from time t" to "+l. We are given a suitable mesh, chosen by the rules in the next section, to represent the solution at time t". It is characterized by the meshpoints x' and the values of the approximate solution Up at those meshpoints. We interpret these points as determining a continuous piecewise linear approximation to u(x, t"). An estimate of the solution at time "+l is calculated by This process is repeated until n+l--T.
3. The mesh selection algorithm. This section describes our mesh selection algorithm. Although, in our implementation, the mesh at time "+ is built from the mesh at time , the method of approximation is general, and applies to any function without reference to a time-stepping procedure. It is presented here in its general form. Our method of mesh selection is similar to well-known algorithms for adaptive linear approximation [3] . The mesh approximately equidistributes an estimate of the local error incurred by the finite-difference scheme, thus following methods used in static problems [4] and other evolution equations [7] . Because the solutions of (C) are stable in L , as described in the introduction, the mesh selection algorithm chooses to equidistribute the error in L . Our specific choice of the mesh will allow us to prove the stability results of 4, an important goal.
Let u be any bounded function defined on [a, b] and 3C c 3B, so that the corresponding integral for B must also be greater than e, a contradiction to the minimality of B. V1
Except for the two points a and b, the set of meshpoints has the natural structure of a tree. The point (a + b)/2 is the root of the tree. You can also think of the interval [a, b] as the root of the tree. (Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the meshpoints and the set of admissible intervals, we will describe the structure of the mesh equivalently in terms of intervals or meshpoints.) If 
Note that this is a multiple of the quantity that we use as a subdivision criterion.
Proof Since g has a bounded, piecewise continuous second derivative,
Now, g'(u) is bounded by 1, and for x(x',xi"+l), g(u),x=g"(u)u2, since uxx=0.
Also, Ig"l is either If"l or 0, The previous equation and a similar one for g(Ui"-l) can be rearranged and summed to yield
Here we have expressed the difference of the left and right derivatives of u at x' as the integral of the second derivative "delta" measure. The sharper bound 
Therefore, the finite-difference scheme satisfies a maximum principle. 
Thus the mapping Un-U "+ is total variation diminishing.
Resetting the values at the endpoints does not increase the total variation. Since the remeshing process is variation diminishing, by Lemma 3.6, the theorem is proved.
Proof First, since the mesh is graded,
When the boundary values are restored, we commit an error at the left endpoint of at most Atl U'-Ug[. Under the assumption that the width of the minimal interval adjacent to a is bigger than e, Step 3 of the mesh construction allows us to bound the error by Ate. Finally, we may apply Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 to yield un+l u"+' I1,'(,)<= (b-a) Atl8.
Because a consistent but nonconservative finite-difference operator is used for the time-stepping, there will, in general, be some mass balance error. The following theorem bounds the mass error with an estimate that involves the number of minimal intervals of width greater than e. It may be shown that, for functions whose first derivative is of bounded variation on an interval I, the mesh selection algorithm generates on the order of ce-/iiu'iiv(, meshpoints in I (see, for example, de Boor [3] 
We will show that the first sum minus 1/2(ff(u(a))-ff(u(b))) can be bounded as in the statement of the theorem. 
Furthermore, the computational complexity of the scheme is O( e-3/). Theorem 5.1 gives a posteriori estimates of the error and computational complexity of the scheme. Our computational experience suggests that the conditions of the theorem are always satisfied. We suspect that the structure of solutions of the conservation laws ensures this. The computational bound is better than for standard monotone methods; for these mehods the error is O(At 1/2) but the complexity is O(At-2).
The proof of this theorem relies on a number of lemmas. To obtain U +1, shift U7 to the right by a At (if a is positive) and interpolate the shifted function at the points x'. The calculation is illustrated in Fig. 1 Our interpretation is somewhat different from the piecewise constant upwinddifference scheme, in that our scheme averages the first spatial derivative of the solution at the advanced time level to get the new approximation, while the piecewise constant method averages the solution itself. Whereas the local error of the piecewise constant method depends on the variation of the solution, it will be shown that the local error in our scheme depends on the variation of the solution's first derivative. (Piecewise linear approximations for conservation laws were previously used by van Leer [23] . Leveque 18] The error bound is proved.
The complexity of the scheme is O (t-1N) where N is the maximum number of meshpoints in any mesh {xT}, since the amount of work is linear in the number of meshpoints. By hypothesis, there are fewer than Ce -/ minimal intervals of width greater than e. Fuhermore, since 3i [Uxxl dx > if I < e, there must be fewer than 311u2ll3e-1/=lluollv( minimal intervals of width less than e. Because every second meshpoint is the center of a minimal interval, the theorem is proved.
We now consider the case when u is smoother. Let Thus, if u+lllv,) CII UZllv,)for each minimal interval I, the error caused by the nonlinearity is of the same order as the error caused by the dissipation in the difference scheme. Thus, our mesh selection criterion achieves a balance between errors caused by nonlinearity and dissipation.
6. Implementation details. Our scheme was implemented using the programming language Pascal. The resulting programs were run on a VAX 11/780 with a floating point accelerator under the VMS 2.5 operating system and Pascal 1.2 compiler, and under the Berkeley Unix 4.1 operating system with its Pascal compiler. In this section, we describe the algorithms and data structures used in our implementation. We show that the integrals in (3.1) can be evaluated exactly, and hence that the stability results of the previous section hold without a separate theory describing the effects of numerical quadrature. We also estimate the computational complexity of the scheme.
The following steps advance the approximate solution from one timestep to the next. First, the finite-difference formula advances Uh from t" to "+ on the mesh {x}. Secondly, the integrals in (3.1) are calculated for the mesh {xT}. In our implementation, the integrals are first calculated over the (open) inteal I instead of 3L and the integral over 3I is constructed when it is needed. Finally, the mesh {x+} is constructed. To do this, the union of the meshes {xT} and {x7+} is built up by adding the appropriate meshpoints to {x}. The values of the integrals (3.1) are derived for the new meshpoints as they are introduced. A second pass is made to remove points in {x} that are not needed in {xT+l}.
Because the mesh is defined recursively by subdividing admissible intervals into two subintervals at each step, the mesh is naturally organized as a (threaded) binary tree (see Knuth [15] ). Each admissible interval (or, equivalently, the meshpoint at its center) is a node in the tree; the interval [a, b] is the root of the tree. If an admissible interval is subdivided into two admissible subintervals, then these subintervals are the left and right children of the interval. A node without children is a leaf, and corresponds to a minimal interval. Nodes that are not leaves are interior nodes. The parent of an interval is the admissible interval from which it was derived.
We first describe the information stored in a node corresponding to a meshpoint x7 at the center of an interval I (Xl, Xr). This information consists mainly of numeric variables and pointer variables, each of which either points to the beginning of a block of computer store allocated to a node, or is nil. A pointer has the value nil when it points to "nothing", i.e. it does not point to the memory location of a node. For example, the pointer "parent" points to the information for the parent node of xT.
The numeric variables contain such information as the value UT, the value of the integral (3.1) on the interval I, etc. Figure 2 contains the description of a node.
The function f is an auxiliary function intoduced to calculate the integral (3.1). In each node we have included pointers and numerical variables whose values can be calculated from already available information. For example, in each leaf node x7 we save h7 and At/h'. These values are needed often in the scheme, and change only when the mesh is changed. Our experience with the scheme has shown that, on average, less than one node is added to or subtracted from the mesh at each time step. Thus, using the saved values reduces execution time significantly. Because a new mesh is constructed at each timestep, we also require that the structural information necessary to derive a new mesh be readily available at each node. Again, extra storage reduces execution time. Since, for many problems, many fewer nodes are necessary to obtain a satisfactory error with this method than with standard first order methods, the extra storage requirements are not deemed critical.
The special nodes a and b are the left and right boundaries of [a, b] , the root node. In addition, supplemental meshpoints are added to the left and to the right of the interval [a, b] so that the pointers left.sibling and right.sibling will not be nil for any node in the tree headed by [a, b] . The complete data structure is shown in Fig. 3 .
The lines in Fig. 3 Note that our algorithm removes unnecessary subtrees at once, instead of removing one meshpoint at a time. In practice, however, we have not observed the removal of any but the trivial subtrees consisting of only one node.
We use a simple and efficient memory management scheme, which may, however, fragment memory usage in a virtual memory system. When a node is no longer needed and is removed from the tree, it is appended to a free list of nodes. When a node is needed for addition to the tree, it is taken from the free list if the list is not empty. If the free list is empty, a call to the operating system allocates enough storage for the new node.
The complexity of the scheme can be measured by counting the number of floating point operations that are done, on average, for each meshpoint x7 at each time t".
More operations are performed for leaf nodes than for interior nodes. We assume that an evaluation off +, f-, or f requires two additions (or subtractions), two multiplications, and two comparisons. This would be the case, for example, if these functions were defined as piecewise quadratic functions over four intervals. Our assumptions yield
Complexity per meshpoint 17 additions + 9.5 multiplications + 7 comparisons.
This may be compared with a complexity estimate of 8 additions, 4 multiplications, and 4 comparisons for a careful implementation of a uniform mesh algorithm with the same spatial difference operator and At h. If an arbitrary variable spaced mesh is chosen every timestep, the standard algorithm will require 10 additions, 5 multiplications, 2 divisions, and 4 comparisons per meshpoint. This does not include, whatever calculations are necessary to choose the mesh. Thus, the special placement of the meshpoints in our algorithm no more than doubles the work per meshpoint. Nonarithmetic operations must be included in .any complexity estimate of these algorithms. It is more difficult to quantify this nonarithmetic complexity, what may be considered "overhead." We give empirical results in the next section that show that the nonarithmetic overhead is about the same for the fixed and adaptive mesh algorithms.
A more serious difficulty in comparing the efficiency of these algorithms is that the fixed mesh algorithm converges at different rates for differing fluxes f These convergence rates depend on whether the flux is uniformly convex, or linear, or possibly whether it has a point of inflection; the rates also depend on the smoothness of the solution. While some of these results are well known, we present them all in the next section. We will find that for the problems for which the fixed mesh algorithm performs relatively well, the new algorithm compares poorly. The problems for which the fixed mesh algorithm performs poorly, however, are solved with surprising success by our algorithm. We only needed to change real constants from double precision to single precision notation to move the program from VMS to Unix; no other changes were needed.
We chose computational examples to highlight the strengths of our method as well as point out directions for improvements. The biggest omission was of problems with smooth solutions. (We did not implement the algorithm for smooth solutions given in 5). It may be shown that for monotone uniform grid methods, the work expended to achieve an accuracy of 3 at time T is proportional to 3 -2. When given a problem with a smooth solution, the present implementation of our method will achieve the same accuracy, but will take timesteps that are much smaller than the average mesh spacing. In fact, we show in the discussion of the second numerical experiment that the work for our method will be proportional to 3 -3 This shortcoming will be taken up in a broader context below. We have compared the methods for problems with shocks, contact discontinuities, and expansion waves following shocks. These comparisons lead Us to believe that our mehod is superior to fixed mesh monotone methods when the discontinuities in the solutions of (C) are smeared across more than a fixed number of mesh intervals by the monotone schemes.
In these examples, our method is compared with a finite difference scheme with a fixed, uniform, spatial grid. This scheme's difference operator is Table 2 are the "user" times reported by the Unix operating system. The "system" time, which measures the time spent by the operating system to service the program, was not included. The system time varied greatly, depending on the system usage, so it was not deemed a reliable measure of the methods' resource needs. The user times corresponded well with the CPU times measured on the VMS operating system on a lightly loaded machine. The error decay rates in Table 3 are based on a log-log least squares fitting of the data. They were calculated from the data in Table 2 , but with the full accuracy of the data, which is truncated in Table 2 . With such a scheme, the error will still be O(e/2), but the complexity of the scheme will be reduced to O(e). This is the same relationship between error size and complexity that applies for the fixed mesh method, which does suprisingly well for this problem. When applied to the third test problem, the fixed mesh method behaves in a different way when the meshsize is small than when it is large. This is because of the large second derivatives in the solution. The fixed mesh method exhibits an error of order At , with a decidedly less than one, when the rneshsize is large (greater than 1/32). When the meshsize is small, however, the mesh can adequately resolve the large gradients and the error is of order At. Because we are mainly interested in exhibiting "asymptotic" error rates, we have computed the error for the fixed mesh method for At as small as l/1024, and our error decay rates in Table 3 are derived from the smaller timesteps.
Test 4 was the problem that motivated the design of the adaptive method. It corresponds to a contact discontinuity in gas dynamics. The fixed mesh method has an accuracy of order At /2, because it smears the discontinuity over O(At-1/2) intervals. The time complexity of the fixed mesh method is O(At-2), so the error of the method is of order 7 [9] ). In general, solutions of these equations consist of a shock followed by a smooth expansion wave. Test 5 examines how well the shock itself is tracked, while Test 6 investigates the complete system, shock and expansion wave.
In Test 5, the fluid behind the discontinuity is moving at the same speed as the discontinuity, whereas the fluid in front of the shock is moving at a slower speed. One may suspect, therefore, that behind the shock the adaptive scheme will act as for a linear flux, as in Test 4, and before the shock it will act as for a uniformly convex flux, as in Test 1. This is indeed the case; here the lack of conservation is most severely felt. The following description of the solution seems to hold as the stepsize is reduced. Numerical diffusion erodes the wave front behind the shock, as for the linear problem, while the nonlinearity at the front of the shock holds the discontinuity sharp at u 0.
The height of the wave immediately behind the front is reduced by a factor of O(At/2), and since the shock speed depends on the height of the wave, the shock speed is reduced by O(Atl/2), thereby incurring a mass balance error of O(At/2). There are O(At--/2) minimal intervals of width less than e behind the shock, and O(At-1/) minimal intervals of width greater than e behind the small intervals, as for the linear problem. These errors for the mass balance and shock speed are exactly of the order predicted by Theorem 4.5 if the assumptions of Theorem 4.5, which seem completely plausible and which have been observed for the values of At used here, are accepted. The conservation of the fixed mesh scheme ensures that its shock speed is correct, and that since the shock speed is greater than the downwind fluid velocity, the shock transition is sharp, and the error is O(At).
The error rates reported in Table 3 for Test 5 were calculated using the values of 6 down to 1/256 for the adaptive method and values of 6 down to 1/1024 for the fixed mesh problem. The calculated error is not a very smooth function of , because the final shock position, 9-4x/, never lies on a meshpoint; the error depends not only on how well the shock speed is approximated, but also on how closely one can approximate the final shock position on the mesh. The description of the structure of the adaptive solution was developed using the solutions with the four smallest meshsizes, for which it seemed that the asymptotic regime was reached.
Test 6 incorporates an expansion wave that follows the shock. The fixed mesh solution exhibits an accuracy of order At3/4, instead of At for the problem with only the shock. The tests indicate that the relationship between complexity and error is the same for the adaptive method and the fixed mesh method. Changing the adaptive method to use locally varying timesteps as well as mesh spacing would greatly decrease the CPU time for this problem.
The results of Tests through 6 suggest that our new method is effective when discontinuities in the solutions are smeared across many mesh intervals by the fixed mesh method.
An alternate approach to developing an adaptive mesh method is presented in [9] . There, the motivation is to use an implicit scheme with a large timestep and to refine the mesh near roughness in the solution. Unfortunately, this strategy does not asymptotically decrease the error; heuristically, this is because one cannot drag a shock or discontinuity across many meshpoints in one timestep without smearing the discontinuity. This effect is illustrated in Table 4 for two problems, each of which has the solution u(x)=1/2(1-sgn(x-t/2)). The fluxes are f(u)=1/2u and f( U) 1/4( U -F U2), respectively. By running each problem with h, the mesh spacing, equal to At and At2, our choice is not to adapt the mesh, but to use a uniformly fine mesh everywhere, so that our results do not depend on any particular mesh refinement strategy. The error for the first problem is of order At 1/2 and the error for the second problem is of order At, regardless of the choice of mesh. Thus, it appears that spatial mesh refinement,
without a corresponding refinement of the temporal increments, is not effective in solving these problems. In the previous section, we showed that the arithmetic complexity of the adaptive mesh algorithm was no more than twice that of the fixed mesh algorithm per meshpoint per timestep. The algorithms differ greatly in their implementations, however. The fixed mesh algorithm is almost trivial to implement, while the adaptive method uses sophisticated data structures and pointer manipulation. We therefore set out to quantify the amount of nonarithmetic overhead in each method.
We proposed to measure the proportion of the CPU time spent in arithmetic computations as compared with nonarithmetic computations for both implementations.
We had available two VAX's running identical software, one of which did not have a floating point accelerator (FPA). A simple program consisting mainly of an equal number of nontrivial memory to register floating point additions and multiplications was run and timed on both machines. A speedup of a factor of five was observed on the machine with the FPA. We then compared the CPU times for the same implementations of the two algorithms on both machines. The ratios of the CPU times are given in Table 5 . Assuming that only floating point operations were speeded up by the FPA To discover the effects of the Pascal compiler, we implemented the fixed mesh algorithm in FORTRAN and ran this program on the machine with he FPA. For some reason, the FORTRAN compiler generated much superior code for index calculations. Function calls were slightly cheaper because the FORTRAN program, not being block structured, did not maintain a "display" of the currently accessible data areas. The computation time of the FORTRAN program was 80% of its Pascal counterpart. This still leaves us with an overhead figure of about 87%. These tests indicate that the overhead is similar, and large, for each algorithm.
